
Vocabulary: 

capital         
population            
parliament    

palace              
monarch                 
residence            
museum 

London landmarks to identify from            
pictures, or aerial maps: 

Big Ben - The name of the of the huge bell in the 
Elizabeth Clock Tower of Westminster Palace.                                               

Westminster Palace - Where Britain’s     
members of parliament meet.                             
Buckingham Palace - The official residence of 
the monarch. 

London Eye - A massive Ferris wheel built on 
the banks of River Thames in 1999.  

Tower of London - Famous historical tower 
where kings and queens were imprisoned and the 
crown jewels are kept. 

River Thames - 
The river which 
runs through the 
city of London. 

Key facts: London.                                                                
• Country: UK  - Capital city and largest city  • Continent: Europe - largest city in Europe 

Population 8.788 million (2016)   • Climate: London has warm summers and mild winters. 
There is light rain all year, especially in the summer. • Key Human Features Big Ben,      

Buckingham Palace, London Eye and The Palace of Westminster  • Key Physical Features 
The River Thames, 215 miles. • Key Historical Points:   The Great Fire of London in 1666 
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Cairo landmarks to identify from  
pictures or aerial maps:                      
Pyramids of Giza - Monument of           
Ancient Egypt.                                          
The Egyptian Museum  - One of the 
world’s most famous museums with the 
world’s greatest display of ancient      
Egyptian artefacts.                                   
River Nile - The longest river in Africa 
and considered by most the longest in the 
world.                                                           
Gezira Island linked by 6th October 
Bridge 

Key facts: Cairo.                                          
Country: Egypt - capital and largest city.  • Continent: Africa - largest 

city in Africa.  • Population 17 million (2016)  • Climate: Hot, dry  
climate. Sparse rainfall.  • Key Human Features Great Pyramids of  

Giza, Cairo Tower, 6th October Bridge, Egyptian Museum.                    
• Key Physical Features The River Nile, Gezira Island, 165km from 

Mediterranean Sea  • Key Historical Points:  Ancient Egypt 



The Great Fire of London.                                                      
The Great Fire of London is a major event in the history of London.  
In 1666 the devastating fire started in a baker's shop in Pudding 
Lane and went onto destroy thousands of homes, many public  

buildings and churches including St Paul's Cathedral.                                                                 
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Key Facts 

 On 2nd September 1666 a fire 
broke out at Thomas Farriner’s 
bakery on Pudding Lane. 

 Houses in the past were largely 
made of wood and straw so 
caught fire very easily. 

 The fire devastated the city of 
London, it lasted 4 days and   
destroyed thousands of houses and 
important buildings. 

 After the fire, when the houses 
were rebuilt, they were made from 
bricks to avoid another                 
catastrophe.  

We know a lot about the Great Fire  
of London because a man named 
Samuel Pepys wrote a diary. 

The great fire is commemorated in a Doric column 
known as 'The Monument'. It is a landmark now 
in London and a climb up the Monument is often 
on a visitor’s itinerary. It was designed by Sir 
Christopher Wren and completed in 1677. 

Key Vocabulary:  drought, diary, broke out, Pudding Lane, 
bakery, Samuel Pepys, leather buckets, The Monument 


